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(i) The fiscal year (FY) of the Government of Cambodia ends on 31 December. 
(ii) In this report ‘$” refers to US dollars. 
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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 The excavation of trenches in the middle of roads with existing Double Bituminous 
Surface Treatment (DBST) pavement and the excavation of trenches across the roads for the 
installation of lateral pipe connections between the existing drainage lines and the new drainage 
line in the middle of the road have created more damage to the existing pavement in Pursat 
town center than originally estimated. At the request of the provincial authorities, it was agreed 
to reinstate the full width of the damaged pavement on roads where drainage pipelines with 
lateral connections to the existing drainage lines have been installed.  
 

 Based on the review of design, field visits and consultations conducted in October 2021 
with the beneficiaries, it was verified that the Pursat WWTP CW05 VO3 and VO4 on additional 
works on reinstatement of the pavement do not cause land acquisition; impact on primary, 
secondary or temporary structures; impact on trees or crops; or impact on businesses or 
livelihoods. The pavement reinstatement works will be conducted on unencumbered COI within 
the existing ROW of the roads. Access to the houses along the roads will be provided by the 
contractor during construction, and permanent access will be fully re-established. Street 
vendors around the market area are temporarily relocated for 4-5 days, but the relocation is 
done to near-by roads and does not cause disruption to their businesses.   
 

 Unanticipated IR impacts were caused by the construction contractor on drainage line 7 
(road 107) works, and subsequently 38 AHs/170 APs was compensated in December 2021 
based on RCS prepared for TS1/Kampong Chhnang subproject in December 2021. 
Compensation payments will be recorded with compensation payment forms. However, on ADB 
request the compensation rates were updated using Pursat subproject RCS from 2019 and 
application of inflation rate for two years. The subsequent CAP compensation rates will be paid 
to all underpaid AHs (27 AHs/132 APs) for a total of 448.70 USD by the construction contractor 
in presence of PIU and PMIS. AHs who were over paid in December 2021 will not be required 
to refund the excess compensation. 
 

 GRM is operational in Pursat, and all AHs are fully aware how to contact GRM system. 
No complaints on land acquisition and resettlement have been submitted or received, verbally or 
written, by the GRM system, PIU or contractor to date.  
 

 The reinstatement of pavement and other works under additional scope with VO3 and 
VO4 as well as additional compensation payments for unanticipated IR impacts on road 107 as 
per CAP will be monitored by PIU and PMIS site supervisor. The results of monitoring will be 
reported by PMU/PMIS in the semi-annual social safeguards monitoring report. In case of any 
temporary impact, PMIS construction site supervisor will verify each temporary impact and its 
mitigation in close cooperation with the contractor. 
 
 

 PROJECT AND SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

 The Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1, 
or the Project) will support the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) to increase economic 
growth and environmental protection in Kampong Chhnang and Pursat towns in the Tonle Sap 
Region. Specifically, the Project will enhance urban environment, improve public health, and 
contribute to better quality, coverage and reliability of urban services to over 100,000 residents 
in the two towns. This will be achieved through an integrated program of physical and non-
physical investments in priority infrastructure reconstruction, improvement and extension, 
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organizational development and capacity building. 
 

 The outcome of project investments will be improved urban environment, climate change 
resilience and urban management in the towns around the Tonle Sap. This will in turn: (i) ensure 
that Kampong Chhnang and Pursat can support and benefit from economic growth along the 
the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Southern Economic Corridor, (ii) stimulate improved 
economic competitiveness of the urban areas, and (iii) enhance the sustainability of socio-
economic gains. The outcome will include enhanced quality, coverage, and reliability of 
drainage, wastewater collection and treatment, solid waste management (SWM), and reduced 
incidence of flooding. 
 

 The excavation of trenches in the middle of roads with existing Double Bituminous 
Surface Treatment (DBST) pavement and the excavation of trenches across the roads for the 
installation of lateral pipe connections between the existing drainage lines and the new drainage 
line in the middle of the road have created more damage to the existing pavement in Pursat 
town center than originally estimated (Figure 1 and 2). At the request of the provincial 
authorities, it was agreed to reinstate the full width of the damaged pavement on roads where 
drainage pipelines with lateral connections to the existing drainage lines have been installed. 
Detailed design and consultations for the works were finished in October 2021 and construction 
is expected to start in November 2021 after the roads has had time to dry after the current rainy 
season. 

 
Figure 1: Pursat Damaged Pavement (city center) 
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Figure 2: Pursat Damaged Pavement (on-going works) 

 
 

 TS1 Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant subproject (CW05) include 
combined drainage and sewerage network improvements for 23.7 km, and a new wastewater 
treatment plant (WWTP). The drains will be placed under the middle of the existing roads with 
connections to the existing drains on the curbs on both sides of the roads. The WWTP is being 
constructed on a site of a disused and dismantled former WWTP, which is located at the 
northwestern end of the network coverage area on a 2.8 ha site (Figure 3). The WWTP will use 
a Reed Bed Treatment (RBT) method, which will reduce the area required for the site compared 
to conventional waste stabilization ponds, which would have required 12 ha of land while 
causing bad odor for the surrounding residential area. CW05/VO1 included raising of the WWTP 
site, its structures and its access road above peak flood level and repairing of flood damage to 
the WWTP site. CW05/VO1 construction works at WWTP site are on-going as part of the main 
contract, and a separate due diligence report (DDR) has been prepared for CW05/VO1. 
 

 The WWTP will discharge effluent into the Kbal Hong canal running past the WWTP from 
northwest to southeast direction. The canal was constructed during Khmer Rouge era, and is 
only partially functional and highly eroded throughout its length. The water is used by the 
farmers on both sides of the canal, whereas the canal embankments double as access 
road/path for the villagers and farmers. CW05/VO1 included repair and strengthening of the 
Kbal Hong canal embankment, installment of pipe culverts and improvement of a road on left 
hand side and a track on right hand side for traffic and farm access.  
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Figure 3: Location Map of WWTP  

 
 

 The CW05/VO3 covers the following additional works for pavement reinstatement, 
drainage works and WWTP site installation (Figure 4 and Table 1 – dark blue, brown and yellow 
lines): 

 The pavement reinstatement will include the reconstruction of the subbase and base course 
of the road, bituminous prime coat, and two bituminous aggregate seal coats of respectively 
19 and 12 mm. The quantities are in addition to the original quantities for reinstatement of 
pavement and the total length of the roads for full reinstatement of pavement is 13.452 m. 
The location of the roads is detailed in the drawings (Figure 4 – yellow lines) and bill of 
quantities (BOQ). The total cost for the additional reinstatement of DBST pavement is USD 
508,555.48;  

 On request of the Provincial Authorities to comply with the minimum standard for pavement 
of roads with the urban area, the laterite pavement on road sections in which drainage lines 
have been installed will be upgraded to DBST. The total length of the roads on which the 
laterite pavement will be upgraded to DBST is 2.661 m. The location of the roads is detailed 
in the drawings (Figure 4 – brown lines) and BOQ. The upgrading of the pavement will 
include the reconstruction of the subbase and installation of an aggregate base course in 
addition to the DBST. The total cost for the additional DBST pavement is USD 412,363.58; 

 The additional requirement for reinstatement of DBST pavement and the upgrading of 
laterite pavement to DBST will increase the total cost for DBST pavement including the cost 
for installation or reconstruction of the subbase and base course with USD 920,919.06 from 
USD 1,116,387.86 to USD 2,037,306.92; 

 Installation of an additional drainage line in the middle of the road between street 102 and 
street 103 with a length of 594 m and pipe diameters of 600 and 800 mm to improve the 
drainage in the area south of the market area (Figure 4 – dark blue line). The cost of this 
additional line including the provision for pavement reinstatement is USD 171,414.18; and 

 Because of the need to raise the administrative building and the equipment shed about the 
high flood level of the October 2020 floods, it was found necessary to change the boundary 
wall along these two structures over a length of 43 m to a retaining wall to guarantee the 
stability of the soil filling at the location of the administrative building and the equipment shed. 
In addition, on the recommendation of the PIU it was agreed to construct a small shed for 
housing of the generator. These additional works will increase the cost of the WWTP works 
with USD 13,980.68 from USD 2,314,538.85 to USD 2,328,519.53. 
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Table 1: CW05/VO3 Additional Works on Pavement Reinstatement 

Item Description of Scope Color Existing 
pavement 

Propose 
pavement in VO 

Proposed 
Width 

Status of 
construction 

1 New Drainage installation & 
repavement 594m long 

 DBST 
(width 8 m) 

Reinstatement 8.0m Not start yet 
(pipeline & 

DBST) 

2 New DBST pavement 
2,661m long 

 Earth road 
(width 5m~10 

m) 

New DBST 5m~10m 
 

Not start yet  

3 Reinstatement DBST 
pavement full width. 
13,452m long 

 DBST 
(width 7~14m) 

Reinstatement 7m~14m Started 2 
road lines 

(L2-2 & L2-
R4-1,  L4-L7) 

 
 At the total cost of USD 59,373.60, the following additional works under CW05/VO3 are 

required to improve the discharge of the flow from the reshaped irrigation canal that conveys 
the drainage water from the Pursat town area, into the natural drainage stream: 

 Construction of a pipe culvert for bypassing the road culvert at the end of the reshaped 
irrigation canal section. The new road culvert was constructed after the preparation of the 
DED and the invert level of the culvert is higher than the canal bed level which is creating 
backwater during rain storm events which obstructs the free outflow of drainage water from 
the town area into the drainage canal. The pipe culvert will improve the flow in the canal and 
limit the back water created by the road culvert; 

 Improvement of the junction of the canal and the natural stream to avoid obstruction of the 
flow and the formation of back water in the natural stream that could affect the upstream 
crossing of the NR5 with the natural drainage stream; and 

 Installation of a flap gate on the outfall of the drainage system in to the open canal. This is 
required because temporary blockage of the outflow of the open canal in to the natural stream 
has occurred which causes the water level in the canal to rise above the invert level of the 
drainage outfall which causes backflow in the drainage lines as well as backflow to the WWTP.  

 

 All works included in CW05/VO3 will be carried out within the existing COI approved in 
the detailed resettlement plan (DRP)1, except for para. 6 (d) additional drainage line installation 
for 102 and street 103 with a length of 594 m (Figure 4 - dark blue line). However, as this 
additional installation of the drainage line is done in the middle of the road completely within the 
unencumbered ROW, no involuntary resettlement (IR) impacts are caused by the additional line 
installation. Reinstatement and upgrading of pavement damaged by the drainage construction 
will be limited to the pavement of existing road ways between the road curbs. The additional 
works for the WWTP are within the boundary of the WWTP site and the retaining wall will 
prevent any future damage to the adjacent properties. The additional works for the open canal 
will be carried out within the approved COI for the rehabilitation of the open canal. The EMP 
and IEE will be updated to reflect the additional works.  
 

 The CW05/VO4 covers the following additional works for pavement reinstatement, 
drainage works and WWTP site installation (Figure 4 – light blue, pink and orange lines): 

 After the completion of the detailed engineering design (DED) for the Subproject, the 
communes have installed concrete pavement on previously unpaved road. In one road 
section (L3) it is necessary to remove the existing concrete pavement for the installation of 

 
1 Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin: Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment 
Plant Resettlement Plan, December 2019 
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a main drainage line of which the alignment could not be changed. The concrete pavement 
will have to be reinstated after the installation of the drainage line (Figure 4 – pink lines). 
The total length of the section is 554 m with a pavement width of 4 m. The total cost is USD 
114,748.38; 

 On request of the Provincial and Municipal Authorities, the DBST pavement which is badly 
damaged by the installation of drainage lines around the market area will be replaced with 
more durable concrete pavement which will better withstand the wear and tear cause by the 
heavy traffic in this area and provide for improved sanitary conditions around the market 
area. The existing DBST pavement will be upgraded to concrete pavement on over a total 
length of 1,531 m with road widths varying between 6 to 12 m, as per the details given in 
the drawings (Figure 4 – orange lines) and BOQ. The total cost of the upgrading of DBST 
to concrete pavement on the market area roads is USD 719,922.50; 

 Pavement reinstatement will also include the repair and further extension of road curbs and 
gutters to limit the inflow of soil and debris from the unpaved road shoulders or damaged 
road curbs into the drainage lines. The total cost for repair and extension of road curbs is 
USD 231,410.55; and 

 During the cleaning of the existing drainage lines, it was found that 210 manhole covers and 
cover frames are damaged and have to be replaced. The total cost for replacing the manhole 
covers is USD 163,799.40. 

 
Table 2: CW05/VO4 Additional Works on Pavement Reinstatement 

Item Description of Scope Color Existing 
pavement 

Propose 
pavement in VO 

Proposed 
Width 

Status of 
construction 

1 Reinstatement concrete 
pavement 554m long 

 Concrete 
(width 4 m) 

Reinstatement 4m Not start yet  

2 DBST to concrete pavement. 
1,531m long 

 DBST 
(width 

6m~13m) 

Concrete 6m~13m Started 3 
road lines 

(L5-R1, L5-
R2, part of 

L5-2  

3 Existing concrete pavement 
735m long 

 Concrete 
(width 4m~5m) 

No propose  
 

 

 
 All works included in CW05/VO4 will be carried out within the existing COI approved in 

the DRP2 as well as the existing ROW. Reinstatement and upgrading of pavement will be limited 
to the pavement of existing road ways including the road gutters and road curbs. Replacement 
of covers for manholes is on manholes that have already been opened for the cleaning of the 
existing drainage lines. Minor impacts as result of the opening of the manholes have already 
been avoided and mitigated during CW05 construction works while the replacement of the 
manhole covers will increase the condition and safety of the sidewalks. Existing concrete 
pavements of 735 m (Figure 4 - light blue lines) will not be repaved, but only fixed for narrow 
strips where impacted. The EMP and IEE will be updated to reflect the additional works.  
 

 
2 Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin: Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment 
Plant Resettlement Plan, December 2019 
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Figure 4: CW05/VO3 and VO4 Additional Works on Pavement Reinstatement 
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 The progress3 for WWTP site construction as of June 2021 was 66% with the site development 

completed, including addition filling for flood protection under CW05/VO1. Also, structural works, 
excavation and admin building and facilities, including raising the levels of the administrative building 

and equipment shed, are completed. The installation of new combined drainage and sewerage pipes 

was at 38% progress with 11 km of the total of 23.7 km pipe lines been installed including manholes and 
connection with the existing drainage lines. Of the CW05 VO1 additional works outside WWTP site area, 
the embankment on both sides of the canal that receives the discharge of storm water run-off from the 
Pursat town center has been raised to 15.4 m, canal reshaping and embankment strengthening is 
completed, and 14 additional culverts have been installed in the canal embankment. The remaining work 
is DBST paving of the canal embankment road on the left (South) embankment, expected to be 
completed by November 2021. CW05/VO2 additional works on Kaoh village flood embankment is nearly 
completed, with some stabilization works to be done after rainy season finishes in November. 
 

 Unanticipated impact along drainage/sewer line 7 (road 107) was identified in Chamkar Chek and 
Kbal Hong villages during a safeguards field verification mission to Pursat by ADB, PMU, PIU and PMIS 
on 14 December 2021 (Figure 5). The unanticipated impact was caused by the construction contractor 
widening of the road further than in the detailed engineering design (DED), causing impact on structures 
along the road section (Figure 6). There was no impact on land as all the works causing unanticipated 
impact was done within the existing ROW, but outside COI, but additional compensation was paid in 
December 2021 by the construction contractor to the AHs for impacted secondary structures.  
 
  

 
3 As reported in PMIS Quarterly Progress Report 2-2021 
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Figure 5: Pictures of Joint Verification Mission on 14 December 2021 
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Figure 6: Map of Location of Villages with Unanticipated Impact  
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 DUE DILIGENCE REVIEW 

 
A. Objectives of Due Diligence 

 
 Pursat town has two Subprojects under TS1 Project, both which are now being implemented and 

with approved DRPs: (i) Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant Resettlement Plan (CW05)4, 
and (ii) Pursat Solid Waste Management Resettlement Plan (CW06)5. All of the CW05 VO3 and VO4 
additional works are located within the existing COI of roads and irrigation canal, and within the WWTP 
footprint, currently under construction by the CW05 subproject construction contractor on drainage and 
wastewater. Majority of the sites for the additional works are covered by the approved and disclosed 
DRP for CW05. Only one line (road 102, 594 m, marked blue in Table 4) was not covered by DRP for 
CW05, and this was covered in public consultation in December 2021. 
 

 During installation of sewer and drainage line 7 (road 107) and subsequent paving of the road the 
contractor for CW05 works widened the original COI, and thereby caused unanticipated impact on 
secondary structures. The unanticipated impacts are completely within the existing ROW, but the new 
widened COI was encumbered with secondary structures. Therefore, corrective action plan (CAP) is 
integrated in this DDR. 
 

 This DDR/CAP is prepared for only the CW05/VO3 and VO4 for additional works on pavement 
reinstatement and upgrade, further rehabilitation of the irrigation canal and unanticipated impact caused 
by road construction in association with the drainage and sewerage works. The objective of this 
DDR/CAP is to confirm that there is no IR impact caused by the additional works of CW05/VO3 and VO4 
and provide CAP for mitigating the unanticipated IR impacts.  
 
A. Methodology 
 

 A joint field assessment for the additional works under VO3 and VO4 was conducted during field 
visits to the site in September and October 2021 to assess any potential IR Impacts and to hold public 
consultation meetings with the additional work beneficiaries (i.e. the residents of Pursat) by PMU, PIU 
and PMIS representatives. At the same time, primary and secondary data were generated to prepare 
this DDR. The data analysis, field verification and reporting for VO3 and VO4 has been done in October 
2021 – January 20226.  
 

 Another field verification and consultations were conducted for the identified unanticipated 
impacts caused by the construction contractor along line 7 (road 107) in 14 December 2021. The extent 
of unanticipated impact was reviewed on 16-17 December 2021 during follow up field visit and public 
consultation with the AHs with unanticipated impact. Further public consultation took place with PIU, site 
engineer, construction constructor and AHs to confirm the extent of IR impact due to widening of the 
COI. The compensation payments have been initially paid in 29 December 2021, and the unit rates used 
for the payments was evaluated during the DDR and when deemed too low, corrected as part of CAP. 
Compensation forms were signed with thumb print by each AH who received compensation payment, 
and are included in annex of this DDR/CAP. The data analysis and reporting for unanticipated impacts 
has been done in January 2022. 
 
 

 
4 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/42285/42285-013-rp-en_0.pdf 
5 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/42285/42285-013-rp-en.pdf 
6 Completion of the DDR was delayed due to requirement to add unanticipated impact on line 7 and CAP to the same report. 
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B. Scope and Nature of Impacts  
 

 Only one line (594 m, marked blue in Table 4) was not covered by DRP for CW05. The remaining 
pavement reinstatement is done fully within the unencumbered COI of the CW05 drainage works, which 
is located completely on State public land and the existing ROW of the roads. I.e., the pavement 
reinstatement COI is the same as the COI for the drainage works. All the works are carried out within the 
unencumbered drainage works COI. The roadway for pavement reinstatement is located in the middle 
of the town, and the roads are busy with traffic. The walkways and any spare land between the roadway 
and the private structures is not impacted. Existing curbs and gutters are replaced where damaged, and 
therefore also have no IR impact. As the roadway and curbs/gutters do not have any encroaching 
structures as explained above, the COI is therefore entirely unencumbered. Therefore, there is no 
impact on private land on either CW05/VO3 or VO4 pavement reinstatement works. 
 

 For irrigation canal all the works are within the existing canal ROW and embankment footprint as 
detailed in DDR for CW05/VO1, and WWTP works are within the footprint of the existing WWTP site. 
Therefore, there is no impact on private land on either CW05/VO3 or VO4.  

 
 The construction works will be completed by TS1 existing contractor for the Wastewater and 

Drainage Subproject in Pursat (contract CW05). Therefore, there will be no need for temporary use of 
private land for worker camps, storage areas or similar.  
 

 There are no trees on the existing road (Figure 5a and 5b) or along the irrigation canal. Hence, 
the additional works under VO3 and VO4 will be carried out on an unencumbered COI with no impacts 
on private owned trees.  
 

Figure 5a: City center area 
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Figure 5b: Newly established road near WWTP site 

 
 

 The pavement reinstatement will be made in sections of 200-300 m in length and by closing only 
one lane at a time. The works will take approximately 5 days for each section. There are no businesses 
impacted by the pavement reinstatement given the construction only focused on the existing roadway 
whereas the walkways in front of the shops is not impacted. This allows access to the shops along the 
walkways and side of the roads at all times. Thereby disruption is minimized, and traffic management 
plan will be prepared as detailed in updated EMP. Along the irrigation canal the scattered houses do not 
have on-going business ventures.  
 

 Market vendors are not impacted by the reinstatement of the pavement as the walkways are not 
impacted by the reinstatement. Temporary relocation of street vendors for drainage and sewerage work 
installation is complete, and all market and street vendors who were then relocated have either returned 
to their original position or stayed at the temporary market site, which is being turned into a permanent 
market site by the municipality. For the reinstatement of pavement/concrete works only, the street 
vendors impacted by the reinstatement of pavement will be shifted to about 100 meters North or West of 
the old market to a currently unpaved streets7 temporarily for 4-5 days during clearing works (Figure 6a), 
the affected vendors can move back 24 hours after the concrete is poured. The municipality announced 
the schedule of pavement/concrete works to affected vendors in advance for their acknowledgement as 
mentioned during the consultation on October 26, 2021. After the municipality deputy governor and 
technical expert explained about the pavement reinstatement, a verbal agreement was made between 
the municipality and the vendors on the temporary relocation8. The vendors agreed (raising hands) on 
the temporary relocation. The construction will proceed according to municipality schedule, who will 
monitor the contractor’s progress for pavement reinstatement. The vendors are either mobile vendors or 
have temporary structures such as umbrellas to move only and they sell perishable goods on daily basis 
(Figure 6b and 6c). The municipality will coordinate the temporary relocation with the contractor, and as 
the vendors only have moveable light-weight structures (such as umbrellas and carpets for displaying 
goods) which the vendors collect out of the way every night anyway, there is no need to provide transport 
for the temporary move. No direct business disruption is anticipated as only half of the road will be worked 
at once, and the temporary stay close-by the existing location only last 4-5 days. However, as indirect 

 
7 This section will be paved only after market area reinstatement of pavement has been completed first. 
8 No agreements were done with businesses or market vendors, as they are not impacted by the reinstatement of pavement works. 
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impact, the works in the market area can reduce the overall number of customers to all market and street 
vendors due to difficulty of parking and moving around. The number of customers is expected to return 
to normal or even increase once the pavement reinstatement is complete. Therefore, no business impact 
or disruption is caused by the reinstatement of the pavement. Consultation with the vendors is detailed 
in para. 23 and Annex B. 
 

Figure 6a: Location of temporary relocation during reinstatement of pavement (orange lines – market area 

concrete reinstatement of pavement, pink dashed line – temporary relocation sites during reinstatement of 

pavement) 
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Figure 6b: Street vendors near old market 

 
 

Figure 6c: Street vendors near old market 

 
 

 During verification field visit by ADB, PMU, PIU and PMIS unanticipated IR impact was identified 
along drainage line 7 (road 107) with AHs living along the Kbal Hong irrigation canal (Figure 6). Majority 
of the AHs at this location do not have land titles as they occupy the existing ROW of the canal and 
adjacent road. The unanticipated IR impacts were caused by the construction contractor who widened 
the road after installation of drainage and sewer pipe beyond the original COI. None of the AHs with 
unanticipated impact had moved or constructed the secondary structures after cut-off date, hence, all 
were eligible for compensation. However, the AHs were allowed to salvage materials from impacted 
structures prior to construction taking place. All of the unanticipated impacts were verified in consultation 
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with the AHs between 16-17 December, and is detailed in Chapter III.b. 
 

 Based on the due diligence of the additional works, it was verified that the pavement reinstatement 
and irrigation canal rehabilitation works under VO3 and VO4 do not have any IR impacts and the 
construction is not anticipated to cause any damages. There are no complaints submitted or received by 
GRM system, PIU or the contractor on land acquisition and resettlement for the construction works, 
verbally or written, also including the AHs with unanticipated impacts. Also, the additional works do not 
cause involuntary restriction on land use or access to legally designated parks and protected areas. The 
main disruption caused by the works is on traffic, which will be mitigated through updated EMP. However, 
the unanticipated impacts caused by widening of the original COI by the construction contractor require 
CAP and additional compensation payments. 
 
 

 IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPENSATION, ASSISTANCE AND RESETTLEMENT OF THE 
SUBPROJECT 

 
a. Information Disclosure, Consultation and Participation 

 
 Public consultation and participation aim to develop and maintain avenues of communication 

between the Project, stakeholders and beneficiaries. To ensure that the views and concerns of the 
beneficiaries are considered in project preparation and implementation and to reduce or offset negative 
impacts and enhance benefits from the Project, the meaningful consultation and information disclosure 
have been adopted and implemented under the Project. 
 

 Public consultation meeting for VO3/VO4 was organized with beneficiaries of the additional works 
on 26 October 2021 (Annex B1), coupled with a number of unofficial individual one-to-one consultations 
with vendors. The consultations were conducted with a total of 47 participants (30 male and 17 female 
residents, who are also direct beneficiaries of the additional works) along Pursat drainage and sewage 
collection network where road pavement reinstatement will take place. The consultation meeting was 
arranged by the PIU with the assistance of the PMU and PMIS (Figure 7). The purpose of the meeting 
was to provide the beneficiaries with general information about the Project and additional works on road 
pavement, its benefits and potential impacts, confirm COI is free of encumbrances, and explain the 
Project policies on impact, eligibility, entitlements, compensation and grievance redress mechanism 
(GRM). Questions and comments were requested from the participants, but there was none during the 
public consultation meeting. All participants expressed satisfaction with the fact that the pavement will 
be reinstated.  
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Figure 7: Consultation on additional works on road rehabilitation 

 
 

 Public consultation meeting for VO3/VO4 was organized with beneficiaries of the additional 
drainage/sewer works and roadway reinstatement along road 102 on 17 December 2021 (Annex B2). 
The consultations were conducted with a total of 23 participants (14 male and 9 female), out of which 14 
participants (7 male and 7 female) are direct beneficiaries of the additional works) along Pursat drainage 
and sewage collection network. The consultation meeting was arranged by the PIU with the assistance 
of the PMU and PMIS. The purpose of the meeting was to provide the beneficiaries with general 
information about the Project and additional works on road pavement, its benefits and potential impacts, 
confirm COI is free of encumbrances, and explain the Project policies on impact, eligibility, entitlements, 
compensation and grievance redress mechanism (GRM). Questions and comments were requested from 
the participants. All participants expressed satisfaction with the fact that the pavement will be reinstated.   
 

 As part of information disclosure, an updated TS1 Public Information Booklet (PIB) for Pursat 
Subprojects and additional works was developed and approved by the PMU. The updated PIB contained 
the Subproject entitlements and eligibility, the concept of cut-off date, the processes of GRM and the 
institutional arrangements. The updated PIB was also translated into Khmer (Annex C). The PIB was 
forwarded to the PIU who distributed by posting it on Sangkat notice boards in November 2021 (Figures 
8a-8c).  
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Figure 8a: Posting of updated PIB in Sangkat Loloksar, Pursat 

 
 

Figure 8b: Posting of updated PIB in Sangkat Phteas Prey, Pursat 

  
 

Figure 8c: Posting of updated PIB in Sangkat Roleab, Pursat 
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 A consultation was organized with AHs who were affected by the unanticipated IR impacts by the 
COI widening on 17 December 2021. The consultations were conducted with a total of 79 participants 
(47 male and 32 female), out of which 69 participants (41 male and 28 female) are direct beneficiaries 
of the additional works) along Pursat drainage and sewage collection network (Annex B3). The 
consultation meeting was arranged by the PIU with the assistance of the PMU and PMIS. The purpose 
of the meeting was to provide the beneficiaries with general information about the Project and additional 
widening of the road pavement, and explain the Project policies on impact, eligibility, entitlements, 
compensation and grievance redress mechanism (GRM). Specific issue for the consultation was to 
identify AHs with unanticipated impacts, provide specific information about compensation and get their 
opinion on the unanticipated impacts. Questions and comments were requested from the participants.  
 

 A final consultation was organized with AHs who were affected by the unanticipated IR impacts 
by the COI widening on 29 December 2021 prior to contractor completing compensation payments to 
the AHs. The consultations were conducted with a total of 49 participants (19 male and 30 female), out 
of which 38 participants (11 male and 27 female) are AHs with additional unanticipated impact caused 
by the Pursat drainage and sewage collection network (Annex B4). The consultation meeting was 
arranged by the PIU with the assistance of the PMU and PMIS. The purpose of the meeting was to 
provide the beneficiaries with general information about the Project and additional widening of the road 
pavement, and explain the Project policies on impact, eligibility, entitlements, compensation and 
grievance redress mechanism (GRM). Specific issue for the consultation was to explain to the AHs the 
principles of the additional compensation payment paid by the construction contractor for the 
unanticipated impacts. Questions and comments were requested from the participants.  
 
b. Unanticipated Impacts 

 
 Total of 38 AHs/171 APs had unanticipated IR impacts caused by the construction contractor 

widening the road during the installation of the drainage and sewer network. Impact on structures was 
caused on 38 AHs/171 APs (Table 3), out of which 3 AHs/16 APs primary structure has been shifted 
back (with no impact on the structure) and 8 AHs/23 APs primary structures had partial impact 
(approximately 0.5m cut-off, leaving remaining structures viable for continued residency). 8 AHs/38 APs 
stairs into the stilted houses needed changing the direction of the stairs away from the road (of which 2 
AHs/9 APs also had rain cover built on top of the stairs). The remaining impact on secondary structures 
included animal den (2 AHs/10 APs), extended eaves (17 AHs/83 APs), fences (6 AHs/30 APs) and one 
spirit house. The spirit house was re-impacted as it was impacted already earlier in year 2020, and was 
compensated once at that time. All of the other unanticipated impacts were new, and not compensated 
previously. Details of unanticipated IR impacts is given in Annex D2/a. 
 

Table 3: Unanticipated Impacts on Structures 
No Type of Structure AH/AP Unit Quantity Remarks 
Shifting back primary structure / changing location of secondary structure 

1 Primary structure 3/16 Structure 3 Shifting back the structures with no impact on structures 

2 Stairs 8/38  Structure 8 Change direction of stairs (7) and full impact (1) 

3 Cover for stairs 2/9 Structure 2 Combined with stairs 
 Subtotal 11/54*  13  

Impact on structures (partial or full impact) 

1 Primary structure 8/23 m2 28.80 Partial impact only, remaining structures are viable for continued residency 

2 Animal den 2/10 m2 5.0 Partial impact only, no impact on livelihoods 

3 Extended eave 17/83 m2 45.0  

4 Fence 6/30 lm 38.00  

5 Spirit house 1/4 Structure 1 Re-impact (previous impact was compensated in year 2020) 

 Subtotal 34/150*    
TOTAL 38/171*    

* Some AHs have shifting or impact on more than one type of structure 
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 During the consultations, field visit and subsequent compensation payment, one (1) AH (3 APs) 

reported impact on business (breakfast shop). However, it was later revealed that the AH in question is 
a waste collector and does not have a business. The AH is not requested to repay the payment made.  
 

 Total of 27 AHs/125 APs provided IDPoor cards for checking during the consultation and field 
visit. All these AHs are considered vulnerable, and hence eligible for additional vulnerability assistance.  
 

 Unanticipated IR impacts caused by construction contractor during installation of drainage and 
sewer line and subsequent widening of the road further than in the original COI will be compensated by 
the construction contractor as per DRP (December, 2019) at full replacement cost following policies as 
detailed in ADB SPS (2009) and GDR SOP (2018). Based on the due diligence and social impact 
assessment, a total of 38 AHs/171 APs were identified to have unanticipated IR impact from widening 
the COI for road 107. All of the AHs have been living in the area prior to the subproject cut-off date. 
 
c. Compensation Rates 

 
 Compensation payments were initially paid by the construction contractor in presence of PIU and 

PMIS on 29 December 2021 (Annex D2/b) for total amount of 5,540.83 USD. The compensation 
payments were based on recent (December, 2021) replacement cost survey (RCS) conducted in near-
by Kampong Chhnang also under the same project as the RCS from Pursat was completed already in 
22 July 2019 and therefore no longer valid (validity is one year). Standard compensation forms were 
used (Annex E) and signed compensation forms by AHs are attached in Annex F. At the time of 
compensation payment, the funds were given to both husband and wife as both were invited to the 
compensation payment event. One (1) AH (4 APs), AH ID 18, refused compensation payment and 
wanted to voluntarily donate the assets for the subproject.  
 

 However, ADB requested for the original RCS from Pursat (July 2019) to be used for the 
compensation rates with inclusion of annual inflation to reflect price increases since 2019. The official 
inflation rate used by ADB is 2.9% per annum for both 2020 and 2021. These inflation rates have been 
applied to the RCS rates of July 2019 (Table 4) for the compensation rates of the corrective action plan 
(CAP). The difference between the paid compensation (December 2021) and CAP compensation rates 
will be paid to the AHs who were underpaid in December 2021. CAP compensation payments also 
include AH ID 18 as voluntary donation is not accepted. The AHs (12 AHs/42 APs) who were overpaid 
in December 2021 are not required to pay back any excess payment (total of 742.00 USD) done by 
mistake.  
 

 The total compensation payment under CAP is 5,248 USD, which is 293 USD smaller than the 
total compensation paid in 29 December 2021. However, the remaining compensation payment for 
underpaid AHs (27 AHs/132 APs) is 448.70 USD (on average 16.60 USD/AH). Largest single CAP 
payment is 117.70 USD (AH ID 18). Details per AH are provided in Annex D2/c. The CAP additional 
compensation payments are to be paid by the contractor as unanticipated IR impacts. The additional 
compensation payments will start immediately after this DDR/CAP has been cleared by ADB, and will be 
done by the contractor in presence of PIU and PMIS.   
 

Table 4: Compensation budget and rates of CAP 

No Description 
Unit Cost 

(USD) 
Total Impact 

With inflation 
Rate 2020-21 
(2.9%/year) 

Total Cost 
(USD) 

AHs/APs 

A. Shifting or changing direction of structures 
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1 
Primary 
structure 

50.00 3 52.94 159 3/16 

2 Stairs 25.00 8 26.47 212 8/38  

3 Cover for stairs 5.00 2 5.29 11 2/9 

B. Structures  

1 
Primary 
structure 

35.00 28.80 37.06 1,066 8/23 

2 Animal den 9.00 5.0 9.53 48 2/10 

3 Extended eave 15.00 45.0 15.88 715 17/83 

4 Fence 3.50 38.00 3.71 141 6/30 

5 Spirit house 35.00 1 37.06 37 1/4 

C. Businesses 

1 Breakfast shop 500.00 0 0 0 1 / 3 
D. Vulnerable 

1 IDPoor AH 100.00 27 AH 105.88 2,859 27 / 125 

Total  5,248  

 
 
 

 GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 
 

 A clear and transparent grievance redress mechanism (GRM) has been established and is 
operational for all subprojects and components of TS-1 project as detailed in Pursat Wastewater and 
Drainage Subproject DRP. Both verbal and written complaints submitted are recorded by the GRM 
system, PIU or contractor, if/when received. This TS-1 project specific GRM in Pursat is applied for the 
additional works for CW05/VO3 and VO4 additional works as well. As the contractor is the same, the 
same GRM focal person as for Pursat Wastewater and Drainage Subproject was in-charge of the 
additional works as well.  
 

 Focal points for GRM in Pursat is shown in Table below.  
 

Table 5: Pursat GRM Contact Persons 

Contact person for GRM 

PMU GDR PIU Contractor 

Mr. Vong RADA, 
Project Manager,  
Tel: 012 451 545 

 

Mr. Chan Vibol, 
Deputy Director,  
Tel: 095 555 699 

 

1. Mr. Yin Borin (Deputy 
Director of DPWT) 
Tel:  012 947463/ 015 947463 
Email:  Borinyin@gamil.com 
2. Mr. Keo Veth (Chief of 
Office, DPWT) 
Tel:  097 6558567/ 098 353906 
Email:  kchdpw@gamil.com 
3.          Mr. Bung Taing Lay 

Tel:  012 392 474 

Mr. San Sey, Project Manager 
Tel: 061 95 77 22 

 
 Through public consultation and disclosure of updated PIB the beneficiaries in Pursat are fully 

aware of their rights to register their complaints through the GRM processes for both environmental 
performance and involuntary resettlement. The existing GRM system have ensured that any grievances 
and complaints received from beneficiaries have been and are properly recorded and timely resolutions 
are communicated to the beneficiaries. 

 
 To date no complaints on land acquisition and resettlement have been submitted or received for 

the construction works by the GRM system, PIU or contractor, verbally or written. This also includes AHs 
with unanticipated impacts from drainage works, whose impact was only discovered during additional 

mailto:Borinyin@gamil.com
mailto:kchdpw@gamil.com
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field verification by ADB, PMU, PIU and PMIS.  
 
 

 MONITORING 
 

 The reinstatement of pavement and completion of additional compensation payments will be 
monitored by PIU and PMC and reported by PMU/PMC in the semi-annual social safeguards monitoring 
report (SSMR) using compensation payment forms with each individual AHs (Annex E). External 
monitoring Organization (EMO) contracted for the project will review the adequacy of the additional 
compensations in their next semi-annual report. 
 
 

 CONCLUSIONS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN 
 

 Based on the review of design, field visits and consultations conducted in October 2021 with the 
beneficiaries, it was verified that the Pursat WWTP CW05 VO3 and VO4 on additional works on 
reinstatement of the pavement do not cause land acquisition; impact on primary, secondary or temporary 
structures; impact on trees or crops; or impact on businesses or livelihoods. The pavement reinstatement 
works will be conducted on unencumbered COI within the existing ROW of the roads. Access to the 
houses along the roads will be provided by the contractor during construction, and permanent access 
will be fully re-established.  
 

 Street vendors around the market area are temporarily relocated for 4-5 days, but the relocation 
is done to near-by roads (see Figure 6a) while the street vendors only have light weight structures (such 
as umbrellas and carpets for displaying goods) which the vendors collect out of the way every night 
anyway, there is no need to provide transport for the temporary move. Therefore, the temporary 
relocation does not cause disruption to their businesses.   
 

 Unanticipated IR impacts were caused by the construction contractor on drainage line 7 (road 
107) works, and subsequently 38 AHs/170 APs was compensated in December 2021 based on RCS 
prepared for TS1/Kampong Chhnang subproject in December 2021. Compensation payments will be 
recorded with compensation payment forms. However, on ADB request the compensation rates were 
updated using Pursat subproject RCS from 2019 and application of inflation rate for two years. The 
subsequent CAP compensation rates will be paid to all underpaid AHs (27 AHs/132 APs) for a total of 
448.70 USD by the construction contractor in presence of PIU and PMIS. AHs who were over paid in 
December 2021 will not be required to refund the excess compensation. 
 

 GRM is operational in Pursat, and all AHs are fully aware how to contact GRM system. No 
complaints on land acquisition and resettlement have been submitted or received, verbally or written, by 
the GRM system, PIU or contractor to date. 
 

 The reinstatement of pavement and other works under additional scope with VO3 and VO4 as 
well as additional compensation payments for unanticipated IR impacts on road 107 as per CAP will be 
monitored by PIU and PMIS site supervisor. The results of monitoring will be reported by PMU/PMIS in 
the semi-annual social safeguards monitoring report. In case of any temporary impact, PMIS construction 
site supervisor will verify each temporary impact and its mitigation in close cooperation with the 
contractor. 
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ANNEX A: IR Impact Screening Form for VO3 and VO4 Additional Re-pavement Works 
 

Anticipated Involuntary 
Resettlement Effects 

Yes No Not 
Known 

Remarks 

Involuntary Acquisition of Land 

1. Will there be land acquisition? 
   

• There is no land acquisition due to CW05/VO3 
or VO4 additional works 

2. Is the site for land acquisition 
known? 

   
• n/a 

3. Are the ownership status and 
current usage of land to be 
acquired known? 

   
• All works within public state land / ROW 

4. Will easement be utilized within an 
existing Right of Way (ROW)?    

• The construction of the reinstatement of 
pavement and further rehabilitation of irrigation 
canal will be done on existing ROW 

5. Will there be a loss of shelter and 
residential land use due to land 
acquisition? 

   
• The construction of the reinstatement of 

pavement and further rehabilitation of irrigation 
canal will be done on existing ROW 

6. Will there be a loss of agriculture 
and other productive assets due to 
land acquisition? 

   
• No productive assets on the COI  
 

7. Will there be losses of crops, 
trees, and fixed assets due to land 
acquisition? 

   

• No impact on trees or other assets impacted 

• Any damages during construction to be 
mitigated by reinstatement or compensation 
paid by contractor 

8. Will there be a loss of businesses 
or enterprises due to land 
acquisition? 

   
• No businesses on the COI  

9. Will there be a loss of income 
sources and means of livelihood 
due to land acquisition? 

   
• No income sources on the COI  

Involuntary restrictions on land use or access to legally designated parks and protected areas 

10. Will people lose access to natural 
resources, communal facilities, 
and services? 

   
No 

11. If land use is changed, will it have 
an adverse impact on social and 
economic activities?  

   
No 

12. Will access to land and resources 
owned communally or by the state 
be restricted? 

   
No 

Information on Displaced Persons: 

Any estimates of the likely number of persons 
that will be displaced by the Project? 
If yes, approximately how many? 

 

[  ] No           [ ] Yes 
 
0 AHs / 0 APs 

Are any of the poor, female-heads of 
households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? 

[  ] No           [  ] Yes 

Are any displaced persons from indigenous 
or ethnic minority groups? 

[   ] No           [   ] Yes 

 

Involuntary Resettlement Category Based on Field Assessment                        
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                                     [     ] New      [     ] Recategorization ― Previous Category [      ] 

        Category A             Category B             Category C             Category FI 
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ANNEX B1: Minutes of Meeting of Public Consultation for Pavement Reinstatement 
 

 
Date of Meeting 

Date October 26, 2021 

 

Venue 

Sangkat Phteas Prey Commune Hall 

Participants:  

• 3 PIU and 1 city hall officer  

• Chief of Sangkat, Vice Chief of Sangkat and 7 councillors of Sangkat Phteas Prey, 

• Sangkat/commune households / beneficiaries  

Summary Attendant List  

Total: 47 (Male 30 / Female 17) 

The 47 participants consist of 3 PIUs from provincial hall, municipality and DPWT; 1 
municipality staff, 9 councillors including Chief and vice Chief of Sangkat, 5 Chief of Villages, 
25 villagers; 1 contractor’s staff and 3 project implementation support consultation (DTL, 
Safeguard and technical consultant). 

Meeting was preceded by: 

- Mr. Chak Say, Deputy Director, Provincial Administration 

- Mr. Bong Tanglay, Deputy Governor, Pursat Municipality 

- Mr. Srey Socheat, Deputy Team Leader, Project Implantation Support Consultant 

Background and Objective of the Meeting  

• Conduct consultation with the Sangkat Phteas Prey villagers impacted by the damage to 
the roadway in Pursat town due to instalment of the drainage lines, which is to be 
reinstated through VO3-VO4 

Topics covered: 

Project Scope:  

• Wastewater and drainage, and solid waste management subprojects are on-going, and 
additional works for additional flood protection are nearly completed 

• Reinstatement of Pursat town roadway pavements has been designed, and will begin as 
soon as approval is received from MPWT and ADB  

Compensation and Entitlements:  

• EM of wastewater and drainage subproject will be used and will be distributed as an 
annex to PIB. 
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• No involuntary resettlement impact anticipated as works are within existing right-of-way 
and corridor-of-impact of the drainage subproject. Any damages caused by contractor 
during construction will be reinstated or compensated by the contractor. 

• DRP for wastewater and drainage subprojects is also published on MPWT and ADB 
websites. 

Construction Schedule  

• Existing contractor on wastewater and drainage subproject will be contracted for 
construction of the pavement reinstatement in November (after rainy season). Total 
construction is expected to take 3-4 months. 

GRM:  

• Established and operational in PRS. 

• Process of GRM and contact details are provided in updated PIB. 

• Summarize the steps of GRM. 

• Village chiefs are the first line of contact for APs having complaints, questions, or 
concerns about resettlement. 

• All complaints should be recorded in writing using the forms attached to PIB. 

PIB:  

• Will be distributed to Sangkat/village notice boards by PIU. 

• Anyone having questions on technical issues related to the subproject should contact PIU 
or PMU, and on land acquisition and resettlement issues should contact GDR (contact 
details in PIB). 

Reinstatement of COI:  

• The contractor is responsible for the reinstatement of COI, and any damages caused 
during construction. 

• Any damages caused by the contractor can be taken up directly with the contractor and 
reported to PIU for follow up. 

Summary of consultation process:  

The consultation took about one and half hours in total. The consultation started at 14:30 pm 
with opening by Mr. Bong Tanglay, Vice Chief of PIUs and Deputy Governor of Pursat 
Municipality. He briefly explained about the project history before going to the main objective 
of the consultation. He also added that during the construction phase, the local authority 
proposed several additional projects, such as: (1) Construct the embankment road that will 
be surfaced for improved durability of the open canal located in Chamkar Chek North village, 
Sangkat Phteah Prey; (2) Construction of a 1,500-meter flood protection dam located in Kaoh 
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village, Sangkat Lolok Sor, Pursat city; and (3) Reinstatement of roadway pavement which 
damage by drainage installation.  

Mr. Srey Socheat, Deputy Team Leader of the project introduced the technical aspects of the 
project in general. He also detailed that the project team found the roads are almost 
completely damaged, therefore the project implementation team and municipality 
administration requested PMU and ADB to reinstate the roadway pavement where the 
drainage have been installed in order to improve the usability, aesthetics and environmental 
of the city. He also added that the main purpose of the consultation is to seek villager's 
opinion, and agreement on the reinstatement of roadway pavement. There was no objection 
or opinion raised regarding to the extra work. 

To ensure the participant’s villagers understanding of the consultation topics, Ms. Houth 
Ratanak specified the safeguards policies and practices, and also detailed that the 
consultation objective is to seek villager’s participation, particularly the street vendors who 
may be affected for a few days when the construction take place. She also added if there any 
concerns or issues raised during the construction period, the affected street vendors can 
raise their complain to Grievance Redress Committees at Village, District and Provincial 
levels, and the information can be found on the PIBs posted on notice boards at Sangkats.  

Afterwards, Mr. Bung Taing Lay, Deputy Governor of Pursat Municipality, invited all 
participants to express their opinions on the reinstatement of roadway pavement. There were 
no comments. All participated villagers were very happy to the announcement of 
reinstatement of the roadway pavement and raised their hands to support of proposal which 
the municipal and provincial administrations requested to be included in the project plan. 
Before ending the consultation, Mr. Bong Tang Lay requested to contractor in front of 
participants to do the following: 

1. Give the notice in advance about field work schedule for each location at least a week 
before the construction starts; 

2. Place traffic signs or provide relevant information to mitigate traffic disruption; and 
3. Watering at the constructed road according the real status to prevent dust (at least 3 

times/day). 

Beside of consultation, to ensure potentially affected street vendor’s opinions, Ms. Houth 
Ratanak also conducted extra individual interviews with several vendors along the new 
drainage/sewer line with a hairdresser, rice sellers, gasoline seller, fruit sellers and coffee 
sellers. All of the vendors expected some temporary disruption during the construction works 
due to traffic limitations, but see that their overall situation will improve significantly after the 
completion of the pavement works. Hence, they expressed their satisfactorily with the 
reinstatement of roadway pavement because it will bring more customers to their business.  

The consultation ended at 5 pm.  

 

List of participants (English), with detail on male/female 

No. Names 
Gender 

Institution  Occupation 
M F 

1.  Bong Tanglay M  Pursat Municipality Vice Chief PIU/Deputy Governor 
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2.  Chak Say M 
 

Provincial Hall 
PIU / Deputy Director of Provincial 
Administration 

3.  Kang Kimchhun  M  DPWT PIU/Technical Office 

4.  Yorn Kimsia M  Pursat Municipality Chief of Office 

5.  Srey Socheat M 
 ADB/Project Implementation 

Support 
Deputy Team Leader 

6.  Houth Ratanak   
F ADB/Project Implementation 

Support 
Safeguard consultant 

7.  Vuth Ratha M 
 ADB/Project Implementation 

Support 
Project Coordinator (technical 
consultant) 

8.  Vuthy Sodin M  KDR Co. Ltd Field Chief 

9.  Chan Socheat  F Sangkat Phteas Prey Chief of Sangkat/Councilor 

10.  Nhanh Chhin  F Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

11.  Im Chan Vann M  Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

12.  Sok Sarun  F Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

13.  So Chanleang  F Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

14.  Bun Sokheng  F Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

15.  Tann Ly M  Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

16.  Phoung Sarith M  Sangkat Phteas Prey Councilor member 

17.  Chan Sovann M  Sangkat Phteas Prey Second Vice Chief of Sangkat 

18.  Pok Sim M  Phteas Prey Village  Chief of Village 

19.  Kong Vy  M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Vice Chief of Village 

20.  Choub Sokhom M  Pea Nhek 1 Village Villager 

21.  Ith Chhot M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager 

22.  Chan San M  Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager 

23.  Lmot Poly M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

24.  Tem Sam On M  Kbal Hong Village Vice Chief of Village 

25.  Chhim Hoeung M  Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Chief of Village 

26.  Leap Srey On  F  Vice Chief of Village 

27.  Neam Savoeun M   Member of Village 

28.  Try Heng M   Villager 

29.  Kong Chakrya  F Pea Nhek 1 village Vice Chief of Village 

30.  Yong Sarin M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Member of Villager 

31.  Nov San M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Chief of Village 

32.  Kong Sambo  F Pea Nhek 1 village Villager  

33.  Bam Voeun  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

34.  Soung Pho M  Pea Nhek 1 village Villager   

35.  Yim Kimsean  M  Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager    

36.  Yuy Sikhakea  F Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager  

37.  Chan Ryvann  F Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager  

38.  You Phirun M  Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager 

39.  Khat Buntha  M  Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager  

40.  Ming Chean  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager 

41.  Keo Song Heng M  Chamkar Chek Khang Tboung Villager 

42.  Heang Nem   F Pea Nhek 1 village Villager  
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Original list of participants (signed; in the original report submitted to ADB) 

 

 

Pictures of Consultation 

Picture of Consultation Meeting at Sangkat Phteas Prey on October 26, 2021 

  

  

43.  Chan Touch  F Pea Nhek 1 village Villager 

44.  Eung Kim Meng M 
 

Pea Nhek 1 village Member of Village (សមាជិកភូមិ) 
45.  Ou Chan Deun  F Pea Nhek 1 village Villager  

46.  
Khem Chan 
Thea 

M 
 

Pea Nhek 2 village Chief of Village 

47.  Meas Vanna M  Pea Nhek 1 village Chief of Village 

Total Male/Female 31 16   

Total Participants = 47     
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Pictures of Interviews with Street Vendors on October 27, 2021    
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Pictures of Consultation 

Picture of Consultation Meeting at Sangkat Phteas Prey on December 17, 2021 morning 
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ANNEX B3: Minutes of Meeting of Public Consultation on Unanticipated Impacts 
 

Date of Consultation 

Date December 17, 2021, afternoon 

 

Venue 

Sangkat Phteas Prey Commune Hall 

Participants:  

• PMU, PIU, city hall officer, and PMIS consultants 

• Chief of Sangkat, and councilors 

• Sangkat/commune households / beneficiaries 

Meeting was preceded by: 

- Mr. Bong Tanglay, Deputy Governor, Pursat Municipality 

- Mr. Srey Socheat, Deputy Team Leader, Project Implantation Support Consultant 

Summary Attendant List  

Total: 79 (Male 47 / Females 32) 

The 79 participants consisted of 1 /Project Manager (PMU), 2 PIU, 1 municipality staff, 1 Sangkat 
Chief, 4 PMIS consultants, 1 contractor’s staff and 69 AHs living along street 107 (Chamkar Chek 
Khang Cheung and Kbal Hong Villages). 

Background and Objective of the Meeting  

• Conduct consultation with AHs living along line 7 (road 107) in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung 
and Kbal Hong Villages, Sangkat Phteas Prey, Pursat municipality on widening of COI for 
roadway pavement after drainage / sewer installation works  

Topics covered:  

Project Scope:  

• Wastewater and drainage, and solid waste management subprojects are on-going, and additional 
works for additional flood protection are nearly completed 

• Reinstatement of Pursat town roadway pavements has been designed, and will begin as soon 
as approval is received from MPWT and ADB 

Compensation and Entitlements:  

• EM of wastewater and drainage subproject will be used and will be distributed as an annex to 
PIB. 
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• No involuntary resettlement impact anticipated as works are within existing right-of-way and 
corridor-of-impact of the drainage subproject. Any damages caused by contractor during 
construction will be reinstated or compensated by the contractor as in case of road 107. 

• DRP for wastewater and drainage subprojects is also published on MPWT and ADB websites. 

Construction Schedule  

• Existing contractor on wastewater and drainage subproject will be contracted for construction of 
the pavement reinstatement in November (after rainy season). Total construction is expected to 
take 3-4 months. 

GRM:  

• Established and operational in PRS. 

• Process of GRM and contact details are provided in updated PIB. 

• Summarize the steps of GRM. 

• Village chiefs are the first line of contact for APs having complaints, questions, or concerns about 
resettlement. 

• All complaints should be recorded in writing using the forms attached to PIB. 

PIB:  

• Will be distributed to Sangkat/village notice boards by PIU. 

• Anyone having questions on technical issues related to the subproject should contact PIU or 
PMU, and on land acquisition and resettlement issues should contact GDR (contact details in 
PIB). 

Reinstatement of COI:  

• The contractor is responsible for the reinstatement of COI, and any damages caused during 
construction. 

• Any damages caused by the contractor can be taken up directly with the contractor and reported 
to PIU for follow up. 

Summary of Consultation Process:  

The consultation took about one and half hours. The consultation started at 2:00 pm opening by Mr. 
Bong Tanglay, Vice Chief of PIUs and Deputy Governor of Pursat Municipality. He briefly explained 
about the project history before going to the main objective of the consultation, which is seeking AH 
feedback on the widened COI impact caused by the paving of road 107 after installation of the 
drainage/sewer line.  He added that the paving works have been requested to the project manager 
according to the needs of villages who are living along the road and suffering from flooding every 
year.  Mr. Srey Socheat, Deputy Team Leader of the project repeated the objective of the consultation 
as well as explained the technical design and schedule before giving the floor for discussion to 
participating villagers:  
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4) Mrs. Kan Sily, 46 years old, living in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung village, asked that when the 
road is constructed, do we have to demolish our fences and cut-off the houses with more impact?  

Answer (Mr Srey Socheat): No, there no more enlargement of the width of the road, hence no more 
impact. 

5)  Mr. Bit Bith, 60 years old, living in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung village, explained that their 
family already got compensation for losing a structure, and that they are very happy with the road 
construction. The AH added that there is only minor impact caused by the second phase, such 
as fence, cattle shed etc. The AH requested not to relocate the villagers from this area after 
construction has been completed.  

6) Mrs. Leng Sokhon, 48 years old, living in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung village, explained there 
was no impact on her house on the first phase but in the second phase her house has to be 
moved backward and the Sangkat has supported that with 100,000 riels.     

7) Mrs. Yung Touch, 59 years old, living in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung village, explained that 
her family very happy and fully supported the road improvement, and have no compensation 
claim for the extra impact. 

8) Mrs. Meu Meng, 71 years old, living in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung village, explained that her 
house had to cut-off an eave (roof-overhang), for which they spent 80,000 riels for hiring workers 
to demolish the structure and 40,000 riels for taking out the fence. In general there no objection 
or other concerns, and the AH was happy to know there will be street improvement in their area. 

9) Ms. Vorn Rath Kunthea, 27 years old, living in Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung village, requested 
for 2 trucks of soil to fill out the gap at abutment of the bridge to prevent accidents. 

Finally, it was explained that the consultant team will conduct house-to-house interview to measure 
all of the impacts caused by COI widening. Before closing the consultation, Mr. Bong Tang Lay asked 
participants in the meeting to raise their hand for acknowledgment for supporting the works. He also 
reminded that the team will conduct the house-to-house interview immediately after the consultation. 
The consultation ended at 3:30 pm.  
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List of participants (English) 

No. Names 
Gender 

Institution  Occupation Remarks 
M F 

71.  Bong Tanglay M  Pursat Municipality 
Vice Chief 
PIU/Deputy 
Governor 

 

72.  Sem Kim Choeun M  MPWT Project Manager  

73.  Yorn Kimsia M  Pursat Municipality Chief of Office  

74.  Srey Socheat M  
ADB/Project Implementation 
Support 

Deputy Team 
Leader 

 

75.  Houth Ratanak   F 
ADB/Project Implementation 
Support 

Safeguard 
consultant 

 

76.  Chan Mary  F PMIS Administrator  

77.  Chan Socheat  F Sangkat Phteas Prey 
Chief of Sangkat / 
Councilor 

 

78.  Suong Sok  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

79.  Tem Sam Oun M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

80.  Kuk Meun  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

81.  Suong Deth  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

82.  Yung Sarin  M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

83.  Ke Pisey M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

84.  Hang Huot M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

85.  Tem Davy  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

86.  Yok Sohit M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

87.  Chan Rithi  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

88.  Nov San M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Village Chief  

89.  Ke Thai  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

90.  Sok Dang  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

91.  Kong Vy  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Vice-chief village  

92.  Nop Neang M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

93.  Ros Theany M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

94.  Nheuk Prum M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

95.  Bou Channy  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

96.  Yung Tuch  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

97.  Long Kanlyan  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

98.  South Phaline M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

99.  Sal Makara M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

100.  Pheng Piss M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

101.  Chheb Saome M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

102.  Chan Srey Mom  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

103.  Tem Sok Soursdey  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

104.  Ly Sovanny  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

105.  Sun Heang M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

106.  Ouch Kanin M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

107.  Sao Sovann M  Kbal Hong village Villager  
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108.  Yok Sengream M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

109.  Kem Chan Kdeab M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

110.  Dem Soeun M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

111.  Yeng Barang M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

112.  Chuob Sophal   F Kbal Hong village Villager  

113.  Thon Sok  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

114.   Sok Chinda   F Kbal Hong village Villager  

115.  Mao Veng  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

116.  Mai Chhorn  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

117.  Keo Sokunthea  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

118.  Hang Rideun M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

119.  Por Ny M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

120.  Sok Thy  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

121.  Try Neng  M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

122.  Ros Sunry  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

123.  Sann Chhunny  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

124.  Ny Nith M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

125.  Suong Synuon  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

126.  Yum Sokha M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

127.  Bou Samnang  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

128.  Mok Mengly M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

129.  Lim Chan  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

130.  Chim Thoeun M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

131.  Manh Suon  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

132.  Suong Syda  M  Kbal Hong village Villager  

133.  Muon Chantha  F Kbal Hong village Villager  

134.  Lang Sophorn M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

135.  Chhorng Sytha  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

136.  Yun Pov  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

137.  Nom Kunthea  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

138.  Suos Kea  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

139.  Nou Rithyda  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

140.  Cheab Theara  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

141.  Eun Ak  M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

142.  Heb Chea M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

143.  Sok Meng M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

144.  Sok Vy M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

145.  Tep Long M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

146.  Vorn Seun M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

147.  Tor Pi M  Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

148.  Sok Mom   F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

149.  Bun Thach  F Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Villager  

Total Male/Female 47 32    
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Original list of participants (signed; in the original report submitted to ADB) 

 

 

  

Total Participants =79      
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Pictures of Consultation 

Picture of Consultation Meeting at Sangkat Phteas Prey on December 17, 2021 afternoon with AHs living 
along road 107 access road to WWTP 
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ANNEX B4: Minutes of Meeting of Public Consultation on Compensation for Unanticipated Impacts 
 

Date of Meeting 

Date December 29, 2021, Morning 

 

Venue 

Sangkat Phteas Prey Commune Hall 

Participants:  

• Provincial Governor, PMUs, PIU, city hall officer, and PMIS consultants 

• Chief of Sangkat, and councilors 

• Sangkat/Commune affected households 

Meeting was preceded by: 

- Mr. Khouy Ryda, provincial deputy governor 

- Mr. Bong Tanglay, Deputy Governor, Pursat Municipality 

- Mr. Srey Socheat, Deputy Team Leader, Project Implantation Support Consults 

Summary Attendant List  

Total: 49 (Male 19 / Females 30) 

The 49 participants consisted of 1 Provincial Deputy Governor, 1 Municipality Deputy Governor, 2 
PMU, 2 PIU, 1 municipality staff, 1 Sangkat Chief, 2 PMIS consultants (Ms. Ratanak not in the 
original signed attendance lists), 2 contractor’s staffs and 38 AHs living along line 7 (road 107) in 
Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung and Kbal Hong Villages. 

Background and Objective of the Meeting  

• The meeting conducted with AHs living along drainage/sewer line 7 (road 107) located in 
Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung and Kbal Hong Villages, Sangkat Phteas Prey, Pursat 
municipality who were impacted by widening of the COI. The meeting was conducted prior to 
paying the compensation payments to each AH. 

Topics covered:  

Project Scope:  

• Wastewater and drainage, and solid waste management subprojects are on-going, and additional 
works for additional flood protection are nearly completed 

• Reinstatement of Pursat town roadway pavements has been designed, and will begin as soon 
as approval is received from MPWT and ADB, 

Compensation and Entitlements:  

• EM of wastewater and drainage subproject will be used and will be distributed as an annex to 
PIB. 
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• No involuntary resettlement impact anticipated as works are within existing right-of-way and 
corridor-of-impact of the drainage subproject. Any damages caused by contractor during 
construction will be reinstated or compensated by the contractor as in case of road 107. 

• DRP for wastewater and drainage subprojects is also published on MPWT and ADB websites. 

Construction Schedule  

• Existing contractor on wastewater and drainage subproject will be contracted for construction of 
the pavement reinstatement in November (after rainy season). Total construction is expected to 
take 3-4 months. 

GRM:  

• Established and operational in PRS. 

• Process of GRM and contact details are provided in updated PIB. 

• Summarize the steps of GRM. 

• Village chiefs are the first line of contact for APs having complaints, questions, or concerns about 
resettlement. 

• All complaints should be recorded in writing using the forms attached to PIB. 

PIB:  

• Will be distributed to Sangkat/village notice boards by PIU. 

• Anyone having questions on technical issues related to the subproject should contact PIU or 
PMU, and on land acquisition and resettlement issues should contact GDR (contact details in 
PIB). 

Reinstatement of COI:  

• The contractor is responsible for the reinstatement of COI, and any damages caused during 
construction. 

• Any damages caused by the contractor can be taken up directly with the contractor and reported 
to PIU for follow up. 

Summary of Consultation Process:  

The meeting prior to paying the compensation for the widened COI of the road on the drainage/sewer 
line 7 (road 107) took about one and half hours. The meeting started at 8:00 pm with opening by Mr. 
Khouy Ryda, provincial deputy governor and the meeting was facilitated by Mr. Bong Tanglay, Vice 
Chief of PIUs and Municipality Deputy Governor.  

After welcoming the participants and thanking the guests who presented in the meeting, Mr. Khouy 
Ryda briefed the AHs regarding the additional compensation for unanticipated impacts. The 
compensation is made according to ADB policy and the payments are covered voluntarily by the 
contracted construction company. Construction contractor is covering the compensation as per 
cleared DRP, and also because if government budget was used it would take a long time and the 
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construction cannot proceed before completion of payments to AHs. We hope that the budget 
calculated by PMIS is based on the actual impact by the subproject and AHs are happy with the 
received amount. The AHs can file any complaint about the compensation payment amount through 
the existing GRM, for which have all contacts from village to provincial level, and in updated PIBs, if 
any AH feels unsatisfied. Before handing tasks to technical team to proceed for the payment, with 
the request of the Deputy Governor, the AHs raised their hands to certify their satisfaction for 
receiving the compensation payment.   

The compensation payments will proceed with close cooperation between construction’s staff and 
PMIS specialist. The even ended at 10:30 am. The photos and attendance list are in annex.  
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List of participants (English), with detail on male/female 

No. Names 
Gender 

Institution  Occupation Remarks 
M F 

1.  Khouy Ryda M  Pursat Province Deputy Governor  

2.  Bong Tanglay M 
 

Pursat Municipality 
Vice Chief PIU / Deputy 
Governor 

 

3.  Pou Manith M  MPWT Project Manager  

4.  Sem Kim Choeun M  MPWT Project Manager  

5.  Yorn Kimsia M  Pursat Municipality Chief of Office  

6.  Srey Socheat M  PMIS Deputy Team Leader  

7.  Houth Ratanak   F PMIS Safeguard consultant  

8.  San Sey M  Kiri Dangrek Co. Ltd Site Manager/Supervisor  

9.  Chan Socheat  F Sangkat Phteas Prey Chief of Sangkat  

10.  Lim Seng Hor M  Kiri Dangrek Co. Ltd Accountant  

11.  Bith Theary  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

12.  Leng Sokhon  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

13.  Nom Kunthea  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

14.  Eam Srey Chan  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

15.  Sous Kea  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

16.  Kan Sily   F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

17.  Sok Mom   F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

18.  Long Kanlyan  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

19.  Yuon Sokha   F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

20.  Chey Ratana   F C.Chek (Cheung) Village Chief  

21.  Eam Vy M  C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

22.  Beth Bit M  C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

23.  Tri Neng M  C.Chek (Cheung) Vice-chief village  

24.  Khut Sophal  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

25.  Prak Chinda  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

26.  Bun Thach  F C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

27.  Nheuk Prum  M  C.Chek (Cheung) Villager  

28.  Kov Chan M  Kbal Hong Villager  

29.  Chan Srey Mom M  Kbal Hong Villager  

30.  Run Veasna  F Kbal Hong Villager  

31.  Yun Sari  F Kbal Hong Villager  

32.  Kim Chan Kdeab  M  Kbal Hong Villager  

33.  Lim Chan   F Kbal Hong Villager  

34.  Ry Sopheara   F Kbal Hong Villager  

35.  Peng Saroeun M  Kbal Hong Villager  

36.  Sok Chenda  F Kbal Hong Villager  

37.  Seam Sav Chi  F Kbal Hong Villager  

38.  Noun Keav  F Kbal Hong Villager  

39.  Chich Savit  F Kbal Hong Villager  
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Original list of participants (signed; in the original report submitted to ADB)  
  

40.  Sok Borey  F Kbal Hong Villager  

41.  Prak Im   F Kbal Hong Villager  

42.  Muon Chantha  F Kbal Hong Villager  

43.  Suong Synuon  F Kbal Hong Villager  

44.  Sun Siphal M  Kbal Hong Villager  

45.  Suong Syna  F Kbal Hong Villager  

46.  Suong Syda M  Kbal Hong Villager  

47.  Bou Samnang  F Kbal Hong Villager  

48.  Nop Srey Kun  F Kbal Hong Villager  

49.  Tem Sam Onn M  Kbal Hong Vice Chief of Village  

Total Male/Female 19 30    

Total Participants =49      
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Pictures of the Meeting on December 29. 2021 

Picture of Meeting for paying extra COI at Sangkat Phteas Prey on December 29, 2021 to AHs living 
along line 7 access road to WWTP 
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Annex C: Updated PIB 
 

Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1) 

Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Pursat Solid Waste Management Subprojects 

The purpose of this updated Public Information Brochure (PIB) is to provide Integrated Urban Environmental 
Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1 Project) related information to affected persons, households 
and communities at the subproject sites, who may be physically (relocation, loss of residential land or loss of shelter) 
or economically (loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources or means of livelihood) affected by land 
acquisition and involuntary resettlement. This PIB is for the Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant and 
Pursat Solid Waste Management subprojects, and additional works under the existing contracts in Pursat. 

A. PROJECT BACKGROUND 

1. What is the Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1 Project)?   

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is supporting the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) to enhance the 
urban environment, improve public health, and contribute to better quality, coverage and reliability of services to 
residents in the two towns of Kampong Chhnang and Pursat. This will be achieved through an integrated program 
of physical and non-physical investments in priority infrastructure rehabilitation, improvement and extension, 
organizational development and capacity building. In Pursat, civil works will include (i) drainage improvements by 
laying down reinforced concrete pipes and construction of new wastewater treatment plant (WWTP); and (ii) 
Controlled landfill site. As a response to 2020 floods in Pursat, additional flood protection works in at WWTP site 
and Kaoh Village in Pursat have been added through a contract variation. Also, as a response to extensive 
damage to roadway pavement in Pursat town due to drainage installation the Subproject will also reinstate all 
damaged pavements. In Kampong Chhnang, civil works will include a controlled landfill site and Kampong 
Chhnang Sewerage, Flood Protection and Wastewater Treatment Subproject. The RGC has obtained two loans 
and a grant from the ADB to implement the TS1 project. The project loan effectiveness is from 2 March 2016 to 30 
April 2023. The Ministry of Public Works and Transport (MPWT) is the Executing Agency for the TS1 project.  

2. What are the outputs of TS1 Project? 

The five outputs of the TS1 are (i) Kampong Chhnang urban area environmental improvements, (ii) Pursat urban 
area environmental improvements, (iii) Community mobilization and environmental improvements, (iv) Strengthened 
Sector Coordination and Operations, and (v) Strengthened Capacity for Project Implementation and O&M. 

3. What are the subprojects of TS1 and its components in Pursat? 

The subprojects are (i) Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant, (ii) Solid Waste Management: 

(i) Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant subproject (WWTP) will construct 3,500 m3 per day capacity WWTP 
on 2.8 ha of public land at a site of an already dismantled WWTP. The subproject will develop a combined wastewater 
collection and storm water drainage system with a total of 20.3 km of gravity pipeline constructed under the middle 
of the roads. The system will be covering central areas of Pursat Town immediately West of the Pursat River at 
Sangkat Phteah Prey, Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Village. The subproject will retain the existing drainage built 
on the side of the roads, including manholes, and lay new storm water drainage with a combined system for drainage 
and sewage at the center of the roads with proper design with outlets to the WWTP and overflow to the open canal. 
Further, the subproject will repair the rainwater inlets and manholes including replacement of broken slabs, cleaning 
of the manholes and pipes etc. The subproject, through additional Works, will raise the WWTP site to 15.5 m 
elevation, its access road (length of 330 m) and road embankment next to the open canal on the northern side (length 
of 2.5 km) for flood protection. The open canal embankment road will be surfaced for improved durability. Finally, the 
damaged pavement in Pursat town will be fully reinstated from curb to curb. 

The subproject drainage subproject will improve the overall drainage system in the town (approximately 200 ha area) 
to prevent flooding during storms and also strengthen the town’s resilience in the instance of flooding from the river. 
At the same time, the use of Reed Bed Treatment (RBT) at the WWTP reduces the area needed for WWTP compared 
to conventional waste stabilization ponds, while reducing odor from the actual wastewater treatment process. 
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Additional flood protection works in Kaoh Village in Pursat will raise the damaged road embankment to 15.5 m 
elevation for a length of 1,500 m in order to repair the damages caused by the floods and to improve flood protection 
of Kaoh village in the future.   

(ii) Solid Waste Management (SWM) subproject will develop a controlled landfill (15 ha) in Tul Mkak Keut village, 
Roleap Sangkat with associated purchase of landfill equipment. Access road upgrade to the landfill will be 
constructed with a width of 10 m and length of 1.500 m, out of which 140 m is road extension of the existing road. 
The subproject solid waste management implementation in Pursat will improve solid waste collection and appropriate 
disposal, as well as the environment of Pursat Town. 

4. What are the scope of land acquisition and resettlement and project temporary impacts? 

Pursat drainage and WWTP improvements in Sangkat Phteah Prey, Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Village have 
very limited impact on land acquisition as the drainage will be built along center line of the  streets, completely 
within their ROW. There is impacts on non-land assets by the drainage and WWTP collection networks on structures, 
trees and minor business disruption of 21 affected households (AHs). There also is an impact on approximately 
300 market/street vendors at Pursat main market, who will need to be temporarily relocated during the 
construction to a temporary market site established at the old market site.  WWTP is going to be constructed 
on the site of an old defunct WWTP, hence it is on unused public land and has no involuntary resettlement impact. 
Additional works for flood protection at WWTP site do not cause any involuntary resettlement impacts, and the 
roadway pavement reinstatement is done within the existing unencumbered roadways completely within the ROW 
and original COI of the subproject. Kaoh village flood protection works is not anticipated to cause any involuntary 
resettlement impacts. 

The SWM site (15 ha) is on public land, but final section of the access road is private land (1,410 m2), which was 
purchased by the General Department of Resettlement (GDR). There is impacts caused by the SWM subproject 
access road on secondary structures and trees of 5 AHs. In case the ownership of the existing dumpsite is 
transferred to the Pursat town, then there is also impact on livelihoods of the waste pickers. 

5. What are the Right of Way (ROW) and Corridor of Impact (COI) of the subproject?  

In Cambodia, ROW means state land along the road with fixed distances from the centerline of existing roads as 
reservation for future development. The land in the ROW is state or government-owned land. The Corridor-of-Impact 
(COI) is the area where construction works will be carried out. The COI was demarcated by the PMU/PIU, GDR 
and design consultants on March 2019 for Drainage and WWTP, and on January 2019 for SWM access road.  

6. What is the cut-off date for eligibility?  

The cut-off date (COD) is the date established by RGC that establishes the eligibility of the AHs/APs for receiving 
compensation and resettlement assistance under the subprojects. Only those AHs who are in the COI or lose their 
assets before the COD will be eligible for compensation and assistance. Any person who occupies land or expands 
structures or improvements to his house after the COD will not be eligible for receiving compensation. Fixed assets 
such as built structures (new or expansion of existing structures), crops, fruit trees, and other similar assets after the 
COD will not be compensated. The affected people in the COI after the payment of compensation will need to move 
out of the way of the COI to allow the civil works to be carried out. 

The COD for Drainage and WWTP subproject is 2 February 2014 and for SWM subproject is 21 September 
2013, which is the date of the first public consultation during the feasibility study at PPTA stage.   

7. Measures Adopted to Avoid and Minimize Impact and Resettlement 

The engineering team worked closely with resettlement specialists on the ground to examine the existing road system 
and how the design could be made with the least IR impact. The following measures have been adopted to minimize 
resettlement impacts for Drainage and WWTP subproject: 

• The location for drainage improvement works was limited so that the construction work to be accommodated 
within existing road ROW though placing the culverts in the middle of the road. This has enabled avoiding most 
impacts on structures and trees along pavement length. 

• The drainage system will include 656 manholes with cast iron covers. The spacing of the manholes are varied 
depending on location of existing structures to minimize the excavation works and resettlement impact. 
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• Along the canal, the drainage will be put in the canal which thereafter will be backfilled with suitable aggregates 
and road constructed on top. This will avoid impacts on the people living along the canal and provide and improve 
access to near-by houses.  

• There are many street vendors/small businesses along the roads where excavation will be done for laying the 
pipes. These businesses will have to temporarily move for short periods during the excavation and until the laying 
of the pipes are completed. The work will be carried out section by section so that there is minimum disturbance 
to the businesses. The sellers will be temporarily relocated to temporary site designated by PIU for selling their 
products. The temporary site is located 500 m west from the area where the sellers are now. The site is nearly 
opposite DPWT office, and has a surfaced parking area 100 m east to it. The stalls the street vendors are using 
are light weight structures, such as tables, baskets and large umbrellas, which are easy to move without need 
for significant amount of disassembly. The length of temporary relocation is estimated at 3 weeks as construction 
at market area is done in 120 m sections at a time, including sheet pile driving, soil excavation and disposal, 
base layer preparation work, pipe installation and joinery, manhole and existing drain connection, back filling 
with compaction confirmed by technical specifications. Hence, it is not expected for any seller to have business 
disruption. 

• Optional location for the WWTP was identified 4 km northwest of the current WWTP. Using this location, in 
addition to significant engineering and operation & maintenance (O&M) cost problems, would have caused 
significant LAR impact. Therefore, the WWTP will be located within the existing site of the previously described 
dismantled WWTP, where there will be no land acquisition or resettlement impacts. 

• WWTP will be based on RBT method to avoid any additional land required for the site to be operational.  

The following measures have been adopted to minimize resettlement impacts for SWM subproject: 

• In site selection, idle Government owned land was chosen. The vicinity of the site does not have many residential 
houses or planned development. 

• Size of the landfill site was reduced from PPTA estimated 28 ha to 15 ha. 
• Access road for connecting existing road to the landfill site was realigned during detailed engineering design 

(DED) to where least amount of land was required to be acquired. This increased the length of the existing 
access road to be widened, but with reduced impact on rice field for the access road extension required (Image 
2). Access road width was reduced from design 13.3m (PPTA) to 10m to reduce LAR impact and fit mostly within 
the right-of-way (ROW) of the road. 

• In DED, the location of the waste cells was placed in southwest corner of the site to increase distance to the 
nearest residential houses. Trees and fences are going to be placed surrounding the landfill site to reduce wind 
speeds, and to minimize waste flying off. EMP for the subproject includes mitigation budget for the households 
living within 350m of the border of the landfill site. 

• Operation and Maintenance (O&M) will minimize odour or flies at the landfill site, as well as rainfall infiltration 
and therefore leachate generation. No effluent will be released from the landfill site, hence there will be no social 
and health impacts in terms of water pollution in near-by water bodies. 

8. What is the Procedures for Compensation and Entitlements? 

Compensation are based on results of the detailed measurement survey (DMS). DMS is a detailed survey and 
measurement of all affected assets including land, houses and structures, shops, crops, and trees of all the AHs. It 
was conducted between March to April 2019 for Drainage and WWTP and in December 2018 for SWM. DMS 
was conducted with each AH to record and agree on all the AH’s losses of assets. DMS results are reported in detailed 
resettlement plan (DRP) published in December 2019 for Drainage and WWTP and November 2019 for SWM. The 
DRP documents are available at PMU, PIU, Sangkat offices as hard copy, and online from both MPWT9 and ADB10 
websites. 

Households/People affected by the project are entitled to receive compensation for affected assets under the following 
key compensation principles: 

• Provisions of fair and just compensation in advance. 
• Full compensation paid before expropriation or site clearance. 

 
9 http://wastemanagement.gov.kh/project-program/integrated-urban-environmental-management-in-the-tonle-sap-basin-project-i/ 
10 WWTP: https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-42285-013-rp 
  SWM: https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-42285-013-rp-0 
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• Compensation is based on the replacement costs of lost assets at market prices that has been determined by 
an independent consultant through replacement cost study (RCS) without any deductions made for 
depreciation, salvage materials and transaction costs. 

The entitlements are detailed in the finalized entitlement matrix (attached). Compensation packages have been 
presented by GDR to AHs for both subprojects on 22 January 2020. Compensation has been paid for both 
subprojects in February 2020 for the impacts within COI as detailed in the DRP.  

9. How was the replacement cost decided, and compensation calculated?   

The payment for compensation is based on the market value or replacement cost of the lost assets without deduction 
being made for salvaged materials, depreciation, or transaction costs. A Replacement Cost Study (RCS) was carried 
out by a local qualified independent consultant. The consultant carried out a detailed analysis of the market rates for 
all types of assets prevailing in the project or subproject area and prepare the unit rates for each category of the loss 
asset. These were used to calculate the replacement value and to prepare the resettlement budget. The RCS was 
completed on 22 July 2019 for Drainage and WWTP and 16 August 2019 for SWM subproject. 

10. What is the Works construction schedule 

Drainage and WWTP Works construction contract has been awarded on 30 December 2019, and Works commenced 
on 22 January 2020 on sections free of resettlement impacts. Contractor is Kiri Dangrek Construction Co., Ltd JV 
with No. 203 Research Institute of Nuclear Industry Groups Co. Ltd.  

SWM Works construction contract has been awarded on 20 June 2019, and Works commenced on 11 April 2020. 
Contractor is UNG SIMSIA Construction Co., Ltd.  

Detailed construction schedule for both subprojects is attached separately.  

11. Do I have right to complain about disagreements, compensation issues, resettlement or other related 
issues, if yes how? 

Yes, you have right to lodge your complaint to Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) if you are unclear or unhappy 
with resettlement activities. The members of GRC at all time are ready to assist you. The attempt to redress your 
grievance will commence at village level through the Village Chief. However, you can lodge your verbal complaint to 
any member of the GRC (i.e. at village, district and provincial level, or resettlement working group). The GRC will 
record and document your complaint and advise you of the resolution (see contact details below).  

12. Who do I contact in case I need clarifications or have a problem/complaint? 

TS1 has been approved by ADB, the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee of the MEF has established a 
Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) under which Grievance Redress Committees at Village, District and Provincial 
levels. These Committees have been made operational before the commencement of the DMS. Any complaints or 
grievances on any aspects relating to incorrect measurements or compensation package will need to be sent to these 
Committees for resolution. The key contact persons and their mobile numbers are provided in the box below who can 
provide you with clarifications on the project related technical and grievance issues. 
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A. Contacts Persons Related to Technical and Construction Aspects 
1. (i) Mr. Vong Rada, Project Manager, Project Management Unit, Ministry of 

Public Works and Transport, Phnom Penh 
2. Tel: 012 451 545 
3. (ii) Mr. Mak Solim, Director of Pursat PIU, DPWT 
4. Tel: 015 733 030 
5. (iii) Mr. Yin Borin (Deputy Director of DPWT) 
6. Tel:  012 947463/ 015 947463, Email:  Borinyin@gamil.com 
7. (iv) Mr. Keo Veth (Chief of Office, DPWT) 
8. Tel:  097 6558567/ 098 353906, Email:  kchdpw@gamil.com 
9. (v) Mr. Bung Taing Lay 
10. Tel:  012 392 474 

B. Contacts Persons Related to Land Acquisition and Resettlement Aspects 
11. (i) Mr. Kim Chanvibol, Deputy Director, General Department of Resettlement, 

Ministry of Economy and Finance, Phnom Penh. 
12. Tel: 095 555 699 
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Appendix 1a - Works Construction Schedule (Drainage and WWTP) 
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Appendix 1b - Works Construction Schedule (Drainage and WWTP) 



 

 

Appendix 2 - Maps 
 
Map 1: Storm Water Drainage and Sewerage Collection System, and WWT site (red)  

 
 
Map 2: WWTP Site Outline 
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Map 3: WWTP Site Access Road and Embankment Flood Protection Works 

 
 
Map 4: Solid waste site and Access road 

 

Line 7, 306 m, 

raised to 15.4 m 

Drainage line 

installed under the 

road. DBSD road 

surfacing

Line 1, 330 m raised 

to 15.4 m, Drainage 

line installed under 

the road. DBSD road 

surfacing

Raising embankment along 

the drainage canal to 15.4 

m, DBSD Road surfacing 

11 culverts to be installed to 

improve drainage of the 

adjecent area

NR 5 bypass 

road (JICA)

Connection from the 

bypass road to be 

provided by JICA
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Map 5: Kaoh Village Flood Protection 

 
Map 6: Pursat roadway pavement reinstatement 
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Appendix 3a - FINALIZED ENTITLEMENT MATRIX (Drainage and WWTP) 
 

Ite
m 

Type of 
Loss 

Entitled persons Compensation policy Implementation issues 

A. Loss of Structures 
1 Loss of, or  

damage to 
main and 
secondary 
structures 
and other 
assets 

Owners of the 
structure whether or 
not land is owned; 
with or without 
building permit  
I AHs will partly lose 
main structure of 
18m2 but will not be 
relocated and will be 
compensated for 
entire structure of 
72m2. 
17 AHs will lose 
secondary 
structures 
mentioned in Tables 
2 and 3. 

• Cash compensation at 
replacement cost for the 
affected assets 

• AH can retain the materials 
from demolition of their 
structures at no cost. 

• If AH belongs to any of the 
vulnerable groups, see 
Item D below.  

• The calculation of rates will 
be based on the actual 
affected area and not the 
useable area. 

Compensation will be provided in 
the form of cash  
without deductions for 
depreciation or salvageable 
materials 
  
AHs to get cash compensation at 
least one month ahead of civil 
works in the locality to provide 
them sufficient time to gradually 
re-organize their houses or shops 

for avoiding disruption in the 
livelihood.   
 
If the head of household is 
married, compensation will be 
paid at the presence of both 
husband and wife. 

B. Loss of Productive Trees and Crops 
2 Loss of Crops 

and Trees 
Custom or legal 
owner(s) of land; 
owners of crops or 
trees (whether have 
legal or customary 
title to land or not)  
 
10 AHs will lose 
trees mentioned in 
Table 4. 
 

• Compensation for affected 
fruit trees at full replacement 
cost, which shall be based on 
average annual value of the 
product multiplied by five 
years. 

AHs to be notified at least 3 
months in advance of the actual 
date that the land will be acquired 
by the Project.   
 
AHs will be allowed to harvest 
their annual and perennial crops 
prior to construction and retain 
income from standing crop. 

C. Impacts on Vulnerable AHs 

3 Higher risks 
of hardship 
due to  
project 
impacts 
 

(i) households living 
below the national 
poverty rate 
established by the 
RGC, (ii) female 
headed households 
with dependents 
living, (iii) disabled 
headed households 
with no other means 
of support, (iv) 
elderly headed 
households with no 
other means of 
support, (v) landless 
poor living below the 
national poverty rate 
or those without 
legal title to land, 
and (vi) indigenous 

• The 5 vulnerable AAs will 
receive one-time assistance 
allowance of $100/AH  

• Option to (i) participate in the 
IRP or (ii) cash assistance of 
$500 for IRP. In case option 
for IRP is selected, it will be 
planned by the Project with 
the active participation of the 

AHs11  

• Priority for employment in the 
subproject construction 
works.  

All 6 AHs  (5 under drainage 
network subproject and WTTP 
subproject and 1 AH from the solid 
waste management subproject) 
have agreed for $500 cash 
assistance for IRP 

 
11 As per RP (2015), the amount is based on a budget of $500 USD/eligible AH as per recent ADB-funded implemented 
in the same general area and will be allocated in the resettlement budget to implement the option preferred by entitled 
AHs. If IRP is required through public consultation with the entitled AHs, the amount will be used as a block fund to 
support the various components of the IRP.  
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Ite
m 

Type of 
Loss 

Entitled persons Compensation policy Implementation issues 

people or ethnic 
minorities 
 
5 AHs have been 
identified as 
vulnerable 
mentioned in Table 
5 and 1 AH under 
Solid Waste 
Management 
Subproject. 

D. Loss of Livelihood and Major Impacts 

4. Loss of 
income and 
livelihood 
from 
businesses 

2 AHs will lose 
temporary loss of 
business. 
 
2 AHs will complete 
and partial loss of 
stalls and business. 

• The AHs will receive $50/AH 
for temporary loss of income. 
 

• One-time cash assistance of 
$200/AH and entitled to 
participate in IRP 
 

 

E. Temporarily affected properties during construction 

5. Temporarily 
affected land 
and non-land 
assets during 
construction  

Owner of 
temporarily affected 
land and non- land 
assets  
 

• Contractor will pay rent for any 
 land/structure required for 
construction workspace 
outside the ROW;   

• For assets within the Corridor 
of Impact (COI): no 
compensation for  temporarily 
affected land/non-land assets 
if returned to the legal owner 
and restored to at least pre-
project condition within 3 
months after use. If the asset 
is not returned and restored to 
pre- project condition within 3 
months, the AHs will receive 
compensation at replacement 
cost for the land and/or assets  

AHs will be notified at least 3 
months in advance of the actual 
date that the land/non-land asset 
will be temporarily used or 
affected by the project  
 
Contractor will be required by 
contract to pay these costs   
 
Construction and maintenance will 
be carried out to minimize 
damage.   
 
As part of the civil works contract, 
all access roads/driveways to 
properties adjacent to the road will 
be repaired or replaced including 
culverts and other facilities, to a 
condition equal or better than the 
present.  
 
The disruption period will be 
minimized as much as possible.  

6. Temporary 
damage to 
productive 
assets during 
construction 
(e.g. fields 
and 
associated 
infrastructure 
including  
bund walls, 
drains,  
channels, 
etc.)  

Owners of 
productive assets  
 

• Compensation for lost 
production value in cash at 
replacement cost for the 
period of construction or 
maintenance that will not be 
less than the net income that 
would have been derived from 
the affected property during 
disruption. This will be a 
minimum of value of one 
harvest where damage occurs 
during growing season.  

F. Unanticipated impact 

7. Unanticipated 
involuntary 
resettlement 
Impacts 

Eligible displaced 
persons 

 

• New displaced persons that 
will be identified (i.e., those 
who will be included among 
the adversely affected 
because of changes in 
subproject design or 

GDR shall ensure the conduct of a 
social assessment and update or 
formulate a new RP or a DRP 
addendum depending on the 
extent of the impact changes. 
Unanticipated impacts will be 
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Ite
m 

Type of 
Loss 

Entitled persons Compensation policy Implementation issues 

alignment prior to or even 
during construction works) are 
entitled to the same 
entitlements as those of the 
other displaced persons.  

documented and mitigated based 
on the principles provided in this 
DRP. 

 
Appendix 3b - FINALIZED ENTITLEMENT MATRIX (SWM) 
 

Ite
m 

Type of 
Loss 

Entitled persons Compensation policy Implementation issues 

A. Loss of Land 
1 
 

Partial loss 
of 
Agricultural 
land and the 
residual 
unaffected 
portion is 
still 
economicall
y VIABLE for 
continued 
use or 
meets the 
expected 
yield)  

Legal owners and 
holders of real right of 
land,  
 
2 AHs (total 1,410 m2 
of agricultural land) 

• For the affected portion of the 
private land: cash compensation 

at replacement cost12 

AHs to be notified at least 3 months in 
advance of the actual date that the 
land will be acquired by the Project. 
 
AHs will be allowed to harvest their 
annual and perennial crops and timber 
products prior to construction. 
 
If the head of household is married, 
compensation will be paid at the 
presence of both husband and wife. 
 
 

Illegal occupiers 
/encroachers/ 
squatters/ land users 
without legal titles or 
rights to land within 
ROW 

• Cash compensation at 
replacement cost for non-land 
affected assets. 

• No compensation paid for loss of 
land use within corridor of 
impact, as land use within 10m of 
access road has been 
undertaken after cut-off date  
 

B. Loss of Structures 

2 Loss of, or  
damage to 
secondary 
structures 
and other 
assets 

Owners of the 
structure whether or 
not land is owned; 
with or without 
building permit  
 
4 AHs will lose 
secondary structures 
mentioned in Table 2 

• Cash compensation at 
replacement cost for the 
affected assets 

• AH can retain the materials 
from demolition of their 
structures at no cost. 

• If AH belongs to any of the 
vulnerable groups, see Item D 
below.  

• The calculation of rates will 
be based on the actual 

affected area and not the 
useable area. 

Compensation will be provided in the 
form of cash  
without deductions for depreciation or 
salvageable materials 
  
If the head of household is married, 
compensation will be paid at the 
presence of both husband and wife. 
 

C. Loss of Productive Trees and Crops 

3 Loss of 
Crops and 
Trees 

Legal owner(s) of 
land; owners of crops 
or trees (whether 
have legal or 
customary title to land 
or not)  
 
1 AH will lose 2 
Mango trees 

• Compensation for affected fruit 
trees at full replacement cost, 
which shall be based on average 
annual value of the product 
multiplied by five years; 

• Compensation for all crops at 
replacement cost. 

AHs to be notified at least 3 months 
in advance of the actual date that the 
land will be acquired by the Project.   
 
AHs will be allowed to harvest their 
annual and perennial crops prior to 
construction, and retain income from 
standing crop. 
 

 
12 Replacement cost is based on findings of Replacement Cost Study (RCS) and will be updated to reflect market rates 
at the time of compensation. In case there is no active market in the locality, this will be based on productive capacity 
or attributes; without deduction for taxes and transaction costs. RCS rates are valid for a period of 12 months. 
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Ite
m 

Type of 
Loss 

Entitled persons Compensation policy Implementation issues 

 Households continuing to use/farm 
land along COI after cut-off date will 
not be entitled to compensation. 

D. Impacts on Vulnerable AHs 

4 Higher risks 
of hardship 
due to 
project 
impacts 

(i) households living 
below the national 
poverty rate 
established by the 
RGC, (ii) female 
headed households 
with dependents (iii) 
disabled headed 
households with no 
other means of 
support, (iv) elderly 
headed households 
with no other means 
of support, (v) 
landless or those 
without legal title to 
land, and (vi) 
indigenous people or 
ethnic minorities 
 
1 AH has been 
identified as poor 
living below the 

national poverty line13 

• One-time assistance  allowance 
of $100 per household  

• Option to (i) participate in the IRP 
or (ii) cash assistance of $500 for 
IRP. In case option for IRP is 
selected, it will be planned by the 
Project with the active 

participation of the AHs14 The 
one vulnerable AH has chosen 
for Cash Assistance option.   

• Priority for employment in the 
subproject construction works.  

 

E. Temporarily affected properties during construction 

6a Temporarily 
affected 
land and 
non-land 
assets 
during 
construction  

Owner of temporarily 
affected land and 
non- land assets  
 

• Contractor will pay rent for any 
 land/structure required for 

construction workspace outside 
the ROW;   

• For assets within the Corridor of 
Impact (COI): no compensation 
for  temporarily affected 
land/non-land assets if returned 
to the legal owner and restored to 
at least pre-project condition 
within 3 months after use. If the 
asset is not returned and restored 
to pre- project condition within 3 
months, the AHs will receive 

compensation at replacement 
cost for the land and/or assets  

AHs will be notified at least 3 months 
in advance of the actual date that the 
land/non-land asset will be temporarily 
used or affected by the project  
 
Contractor will be required by contract 
to pay these costs   
 
Construction and maintenance will be 
carried out so as to minimize damage. 
  
 
As part of the civil works contract, all 
access roads/driveways to properties 
adjacent to the road will be repaired or 
replaced including culverts and other 
facilities, to a condition equal or better 
than the present.  

6b Temporary 
damage to 

Owners of productive 
assets  

• Compensation for lost production 
value in cash at replacement cost 

 
 
7 The IRP for this AH is developed with the IRP for the AHs under the drainage network improvements and wastewater 

treatment plan subproject. The consultation with this AHs and those under the drainage network improvements and 
wastewater treatment plan subproject is planned for late November 2019. 

14 As per RP (2015), the amount is based on a budget of $500/eligible AH as per recent ADB-funded implemented in 
the same general area and will be allocated in the resettlement budget to implement the option preferred by entitled 
AHs. If IRP is required through public consultation with the entitled AHs, the amount will be used as a block fund to 
support the various components of the IRP. The specific implementation mechanism for the use of the IRP funds will 
be determined during the planning of the program ($500/AH as per entitlement matrix of 43319-033 CAM: Greater 
Mekong Subregion Corridor Towns Development Project. 
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Ite
m 

Type of 
Loss 

Entitled persons Compensation policy Implementation issues 

productive 
assets 
during 
construction 
(e.g. fields 
and 
associated 
infrastructur
e including  
bund walls, 
drains,  
channels, 
etc.)  

 for the period of construction or 
maintenance that will not be less 
than the net income that would 
have been derived from the 
affected property during 
disruption. This will be a minimum 
of value of one harvest where 
damage occurs during growing 
season.  

 
The disruption period will be 
minimized as much as possible.  

7 Unanticipate
d involuntary 
resettlement 
Impacts 

Eligible displaced 
persons 

 

• New displaced persons that will 
be identified (i.e., those who will 
be included among the adversely 
affected because of changes in 
subproject design or alignment 
prior to or even during 
construction works) are entitled to 
the same entitlements as those of 
the other displaced persons.  

GDR shall ensure the conduct of a 
social assessment and update or 
formulate a new RP or a DRP 
addendum depending on the extent of 
the impact changes. Unanticipated 
impacts will be documented and 
mitigated based on the principles 
provided in this DRP. 

 
 

  




